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In the Remote Environment



Will Smith AKA The Fresh Prince

“If you’re not making someone else’s life better, 
then you’re wasting your time. Your life will 
become better by making other lives better.”



Connect Network and Find Mentorship
What are we going to cover?

Why do you want to connect?

Finding your mentor

How to form a connection

You connected. Now what?




Why do you want to connect?
Create a persona

• Take some time to reflect on what it is you hope to gain by expanding your network, 
finding a mentor or connecting with other people


• Do you want to hone a skill?


• Product Manager and Product Ops?


• Senior to Principle or Director?


• This is not selfish!


• Your mentor/connection won’t know how to help you if you can’t articulate your needs



Why do you want to connect
Persona I used when I started

• In Product Management or Sales Engineering 
at least 5 years


• Rose through the ranks to be Senior/Principle 
or Director or Head


• Works at a product focused company or start-
up


• Has a technical degree and worked as some 
type of developer



Finding your mentor
Using LinkedIn Efficiently



Finding your mentor
LinkedIn Stalking 101

• Comb through their LinkedIn profile to figure out if 
they have a career trajectory you’re interested in.


• This guy has a similar background in technology 
and founded his own company 


• Software Engineer to Product Manager. Maybe I 
want to know how?


• I’ve already begun to create a conversation with 
him

NOTE: View their profile in public mode. Let them know who you are.



How to form a connection
The 3 forms of connecting digitally

• Cold connecting: reaching out to someone without having any connections in 
common


• Warm connecting: reaching out to someone via someone you already know.


• Internal: Using your colleagues and calendar to connect with someone at your 
organization.



How to form a connection
Cold Connecting Rules

1. Look through their LinkedIn profile thoroughly 
to find a reason to connect with them


2. Include a note in the connection request 
saying why you’re connecting


3. Make sure to get across that you’re not 
selling anything


4. Show that you’ve actually taken time to look 
at their profile.

Spongebob Squarepants

Spongebob

Mr. Crabs

Mr. Crabs

crab@thecrustycrab.com



How to form a connection
Warm connecting rules

1. Stalk on LinkedIn to find a reason to connect with them


2. Reach out to your second degree connection and ask 
how they know that person


3. See if they can give you a warm introduction to the 
person if they feel comfortable


4. If not, no problem! Just mention you know them in your 
note when you connect


5. Make sure to get across that you’re not selling 
anything

Sandy

Squidward Tentacles

SandyCheeks

Squidward Tentacles

Sandy



How to form a connection
Internal connection rules

1. Ask colleagues who they might 
recommend you talk to? Or who 
they’ve met in the past who might 
be doing some cool work


2. If they name drop anyone that’s the 
only thing you need.


3. Their calendar is available to you!
Throw a meeting on it explaining 
the reason you’re reaching out. 

Pearl Crabs



You connected. Now what?
Get them on the phone!

1. Ask them about themselves, their journey, how they got there. Do 
they even like it?


2. Tell them about what you're struggling with and why you reached 
out. 


3. Ask them about their problems, what is the biggest problem 
they’re struggling with right now? What are they doing to solve it? 


4. What books are they currently reading or what is one of their 
favorites?


5. What podcasts do they listen to?


6. Be genuinely interested in them



You connected. Now what?
Interview tactics

1. Tell me more…


2. Go on…


3. What have you done to try and solve x….?


4. What software or tools do you currently use/love?


5. Silence is golden!



You connected. Now what?
Ending the call

1. Thank them profusely for their time.


2. Schedule a follow up


3. If they gave you advice or a book to read try to use 
it or start reading the book before the next call


4. Ask them if there’s anyone they might recommend 
you speak with as well. They are also likely well 
connected.



You connected. Now what?
Pay it forward

• You likely will get contacted the same way. 


• Take the call. Mentor others.


• You will grow this way as well!
Patrick Star

Patrick



Get in touch
Pay it forward

• If you're nervous or this is out of your comfort zone. Test it out by 
emailing me. I’ll give you feedback Aaron@Kesler.io


• LinkedIn:  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aaron-kesler/

mailto:aaron@Kesler.io


Will Smith AKA The Fresh Prince

“If you’re not making someone else’s life better, 
then you’re wasting your time. Your life will 
become better by making other lives better.”



Questions?


